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Abstract

D h c t b n to Dirraluthn:
A contemporary dance facility and clinic for Calgary

-

this project explores various themes bound in
existential thought; more precisely it examines the
notion of the living present which can often be
exemplified through movement. Ry revealing the
various processes found in dance as an art form, the
potential to amsaver into other disciplines exists: as
conceptual ideas from dance manifest themselves into
the role of architecture.

the essence of ~erce~tion:

Ponty resurrects the ontological understandingof being in the

the transcendental body bound to light and air

world. He posits a classificationof the body as being privileged

Motion is a founding element of human art. It is primal and

because its position is never disengaged from one's objectivity.

seek expression through the body, through movement that

The M
y is tho cuimindtiuri ufor~e-ssenses; it is not deracnd

gestures towards an embodiment of meaning. Dance is lived

from the intrinsic organisation of what constitutes 'me', but

expression that has its ephemeral presence within the

simply *remains marginal to all my perceptions that are with

immediate, that propels us forward, a falling in the univeml

me.'

.

.

...the bw)l b the schema ofmy wurM that it ri the source of

body. As the construction of any art fuses its medium with

an abttact movement orprojecrion which cams out

aesthetic intent and intuition, so it is that through the act of

within that pknum o t t k rwrM in which concrete
nwwmnt takes phm .lone
i of refkction dnd s u 4 c c t i i ~ :
it suprimpases upon phpialspce a potentid/ or d human

dancing itself intention wilt be realised. The body is the
essential being caught in the immediate realisation of the

5pm-

event; an aesthetic that unravels within a temporal time-space
relationship, denoting literal or figural translations through its

The phenomenal body thus can be regarded as creating a

gestalts. Grounding the fundamentals of dance is the notion of

*humanspace' out of initial gesturing, extending the centre of

'being in the world', a philosophy that seeks the creative

one's self to receive within it a site of ideas. The phenomenal

impulse a a presence that sculpts a space, a clearing, amidst

body is &fined

sense and non-sense.

centre around which the world is given its correlate of activities.

Dance 13 humn expes~bn,i t s the psenhttbn of the
real d n d the u n m / . -Hetdegqer.

.

-

.

,

ds the

matrix of human existence, it is the

The perception here is that the world invites inhabitation, dnd it
is perceived as deeply as you and I perceive it, "and yet its
.

.

being is never exhausted of the view I have of it."
Existential thought is the hybrid result of existentialism, a
theory of conduct integrated with a theory of knowledge and

'therefore physiology cannot be conceptualized without
psychology'

meaning. Existentialism helps to explain what grounds dance

a an art aesthetic which fuses existential phenomenology, the

of what its behaviouralstructure is, for the scrutiny of form 'is

body, and the transcending dimensions of art. Existentialists

not a question of real structural compositions", but a percep-

subxribe to a systematic theory which can be referenced in

tion. Comprehending form as not 'an element in the world, but

light of phenomenology, providing a means 'towards
overcoming dualistic concepts of dance, which reprd the body
as an instrument, movement as the medium, and mind or soul
.*

To look at something compietely is to perceive it as the 'whole'

.

as the mover or motivationalsource of dance.* The lived-body

concept attempts to dissolve the object-subject split, 'rccognis-

.

ing a dialecticaland lived dualism but not of body and mind."
The union of body and mind resists the Cartesian view of the

body ~sonly a mechanistic organism and inferior to the
intellect. This thesis argues that dance is an art aesthetic which

a limit toward which biophysical and psychobiologiulstructures
a

.

tend", appears somewhat dogmatic. The notion o i limit here
tends to posit an idea of constraint within bounds, a prohibition
of movement, frozen growth-potential. Heidegger sheds light on
the synthesis of limits through his description of space in which
something is cleared and free, yet within a boundary:
A bounddry 13 not t h t dt whkh sumthing stop bu( ds the
G m h n x o g n M Othe boundary& that dt whkh romthing
begim ib- essenthl unhkiing.
.

implies a whole being centred not as a system of isolation but

.

...in malit# lto where/ the w h k selrirshapd in the

The essential unfoldingbegins in symbolic behaviour. Merleau-

experrpnce of &m,s i m tfM?
is iFbesouM,
&spiirPdO a n d k m i M . %ud spirt and m i d are mt
separate what HP &mphpkal, lather they a@ intrimk
calr).tJt?dupwithit. - - . - - * .

Ponty classifies this unfoldingon a type of continuum where the

limits are &fined from low to high and present in all animal and
human behaviour:
i. syncretic forms: the responses of the organism are so to speak

The whole self is the implicit foucdation of Maurice MerleauPonty's theory of perception. Merleau-Ponty maintains that
. . _ . . . . .
. . .
. .
'our will becomes the form of our 4odya,transcending
dualistic concepts of object and subject. Mergingthe dixi-

total for a specific situation rather than drawn from a variable
repertoire which would involve the use of signals not determined by the organism's instinctual equipment.
ii.amovable forms: found in higher animal behaviour, where

plines of psychology, physiology, and philosophy, Merieau-
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reactions are structured in accordance with the perception of

Integratingmind and motion in this illustration seems compat-

time-space relationships. Involves responses as a relation

ible with Merleau-Ponty's analvis of how physiology is

between relation.

intertwined with phenomenal givens. ExempliFyingthis with the

iii. symbolic behaviour: lessentially human1 unfolds through

simple exercise of putting on a coat, dependent upan both

structures or gestures which are purely internal dimensions of

proprioceptive and exteroceptive stimuli;

consciousness, foreign to the world. The analysis and integration
of the structures behaviour avoids the dualism of objectivism
and subjectivism through a conceptualisation of the body
organism ds a mode of being in the world through its openness
.

.

.

.

to the solicitation to the world.
'Symbolic behaviour' exists as a composition created from a
space-time and means-end relation. Dance operates dt this
level: existing as more than movement, it refers to a range
denoting literal meaning or taking us beyond movement
through poetic metaphors in dance. To clearly illustrate
'symbolic behaviour' it is helpful to look at what comprises the
ph~iologyof a simple dance movement.

sequence with initiation primarily in mind as that 'intention'
directs the sequence correctly or infuses it with postural
inaccuracies. The
godl then is to
acknowledge
that muscular
action does not
occur in isolation
but involves
several groups,
and to find the
correct initiation
which will impart
the desired chain
of actions. A simple illustration is the action of moving the
position of an arm. The arm can be lifted through the scapula.
The result, however, is not the full extension of the arm in
space. The motion is unable to correct itself in the midst of
action even if a conscious decision is made to do so. To execute
the movement most effectively, the initiation should occur from
the core of the body and emanate through and out of the
fingertips, "the scapula will then smoothly and automatically
undergo the upward rotation necessary for the full completion
.. ..
of the movement." In dance science, an incorporation of spatial
direction is the necessary factor which facilitates a correct
execution of the desired movement and visualisat on techniques

DISSECTION TO DISOLUTION
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....

Integratingbiology, psychofogy, physiology, dnd philosophy
reflects the wholeness of being in the world, ~ n dthrough
,
the

body, intuition grounds itself to have intent soon realised 3s 'the
world, in as much as it harbours living thine, ceases to be a
material plenum consisting of juxtdposed parts; it opens up at
the place where behaviour appears."

Relearningmovement requires one to redirect a movement

in refiningsensorimotor learning.

rhui the dprentpasittbn of my m t dnd its vritwl
variatbm invohd in t k course otqpuningit on must h
hnction of my
schem T3e structurp i n v o M in
puning on my mt inmites [fie integration of two dkti,'nct
mnstitutiw fayen, the physlohgtcpl~~~ss
ofgrasp'ng
m m t e space ln the vriw f lie& and rhe m m l percep
tual behaviour whkh integntes mm-rptespam wtth vidual
.
.
.
. .
spm.

the ohenomenal body:

being. Dance is a sign for life, its breath and pulsations fluidly
transcending a skin- deep beauty, its embodiment filled with

being held out into the nothing

meaning derived from life. As dance engages in the metaphysics

/-heredirty o t d a m a m i 6 c o r p ~ d / n e -s 1 6 irved
mncrelenes.
. .

of doing, it lives in the present-centred moment, closest to
dwelling in thdt the spirit of dance touches the foudold and is

It is the body that creates a sense of the real through the

complete in this sense. The dancer need not strive for d fifth, ds

intangible working of the mind, intuition, and imagination.

the fourfold is complete.

Heidegger speaks of one's being as dwelling - the way we are
on the earth and how we inhabit it. To inhabit, to inscribe one's

-

self within space, has affiliations with the idea of building from
the essence of what exists, implanting, regenerating, and
rejuvenating what already is. The word ' bauen' reaches into the
spirit of dwelling:
The rvay ln whichyou d r dnd
~
1dm, the manner ;n which

.....

we humans dm on e;rrth, is bauen, h l l i n g
bum, d l r o
medm d t the sam tim to cherish dndprofecC to prewrw

dnd cafe h( sf&?~jf~ca/l).
to fli// the MI/.
As we inxribe a place for ourselves on the earth, we work

towards that place, 'preserving and caring for it' building upon
the foundation of what already exists. We work and prewme in
pursuit of ourselves, Heidewr defines 'being' as the unified
presence o i the fourfold of the earth, sky, divinities, and mortals
within thing. A dancer enlightens her self through her movements, which are a collaboration of her mind and body This is
her art which she strives to perfect; it is not instindud nor is it
accidental; it is the ongoing pursuit of development, of building.
A dancer learns in the form of neoteny that is constantly

mergingwith the past, of what she knows prior to the present It
is a "sense af dwelling [which1is dependent on the original
buildingwhich is poetry."
Dwelling is not primarily inhabiting but taking care of [schoenl
and creating that space within which something comes into its
own and flourishes. Owelling is primarily saving [rettenl, in the
what...it.
older sense of setting something free to become
.
- itself,
essentially is.
The nature of dance thus
begins with an anchoring,
a grounding that in
essence is the construction and perpetual
cultivation of the human
being. Dance is the
purest art form, for it
nurtures the most basic
material of a human
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in liaht of Dresence: oresensinq

towards imminent vertigo where "man experiences the

the working body from ' visibility to invisibility'

intoxication of abandon." This structure of dynamic oppositions
follows the order of the universal laws of nature where man

fkence d n d exktence. ~mginawand real, vhIb& and
inv13ibk - d pInting mires up dl/ of our otegoriks, in layhg

succumbs to gravity's pull and, falling, he then seeks d balance.

out I& oneirk universe of carnal ~senms,ofefictiw
.
likenes~s,of mute rneanmng.
.

This pursuit of abandon is a stepping into the unknown where

.

the body in its physiologicand psycholagic make-up intertwine
The foundation of art requires the execution of skill for meaning

to move forward and beyond. Accomplishingsuch feats, the

to be realised. It is practice, the daily ritual of habit, of

dancer first learns how motion is a neurological function of the

exploration, that witnesses the growth of an artist. Dance often

body, a complex merging of mind and movement towards the

has connotations of freedom. A notion that has embedded itself

desired aesthetic,

into modern culture is that to dance is to be liberated. As

Ta d a m well, fechnIwl msfely oithe
iF the fi&prerequ&~te.-Dorh
Humphrey-

Baudelaire aims to have the painter put forth his soul and
sensibility into the context o i the immediate, the 20th century,
in quest of expressing futurism, vorticism, and constructivism,

The dancer's first body is the working body;

sees the dance figure as a symbol of the search for serenity.

pragmatic, its aim is to utilise what has been

Dance explores the naturalnfis of motion, d lightness bound by

learned and to implant skilful action into the

no constraint, the primitive and the exotic as depicted by

dancing. As an art aesthetic it is the sensational

Mondrian and other Destijl artists. Literature also underlines the

mix of "subjective content, in that it is of our

essence of dance to emancipate ideas of freedom as when

sentient selves, and that it has objective

Derrida quotes Nietrsche's proposal "that the writer learn to

structure, a discernible form", and 'when

dance with a pen." Perhaps this proposal was an attempt to

[executind with clarity dnd precision, this

challenge the frenetic schedule of modern life by illustrating

dancing body is somewhat enlightened." This

that to dance is for acrs to come naturally. JanetWolff, in her

enlightening or clearing is sought through

essay "Feminism, Theory, and Choreography," feels it is too easy

mindful skill and technical appreciation of the

to regard dance as only instindual, provingtoo problematic

art. Heidegger theorises about what the real is

' particular trope [whichl depends on a mistaken
when used as a

within a piece of art, and how one is to discern

idea of dance as intuitive, non-verbal, 'natural,' and that it risks

between the real of the art and the essence of

abandoning critical analyis for a vague and ill conceived

it:

'politio of the My."This opinion is crucial to understanding
that dance in fad is learned dnd not natural. Countless dance
types exhibiting differing characteristits are united through

The Being comes into the steddines of its
shining. r k essence ofart w u k f i k n &
th&: the truth of kings setting ibelf to
.
.
. ..
work
.

.....

"language and the intellect lwhichl is already implicated and
inscribedr within the bodies of the dancers.*

The essence of art is found through execution,

A dancer learns through fall and recovery, a pendulum of

working and reworking. As thou@ it were a

motion anchoring itself through a ground of knowledge acquired

pliable substance, the piece evolves and grows

by learning about the fundamentals of the body. Grounding has

through the attention and cultivation it is given.

connotations to the earth: antaean in concept, it references the

This process of evolution stems from the idea of

dassical Libyan giant, Antaeus, whose strength was derived from

making: an example of this pocess is

and continually renewed by contact with his mother, the earth.

Cezanne's resistance to the purely romantic

To 'fall' is to throw one's self into the unknown while 'recoveryr
incurs a sense of stillness, an equilibrium sought to equalise and

style in his painting. Edgar ~ l f e n
Poe also 'attempted to make
._... . .
. .
.his poetry purely architectonic," insistingon the idea of making

recreate composure. This drama lies at the h i s of the Doris

rather than just allowing art to become. It was Paul Valery who

Humphrey technique: based on the Neitrschean philosophy of

'realised that the awareness of the mystical process of
.- poetry,
-

form and expressiveness, it evolves from the fall of Appollonian

poiesis, leads to the speculation of techne in a broad sense." A

balance into the splendour of Dionysian ecstasy, the flight

dancer works through her body, demandingtechnical perfec-

tion, training or 'making' the whole of the body so that the
external envelope is not derived but sympathetic to what is
within. Grounding, then, can be said to be the foundation as it
is inscribed in the body through dn ongoing rehearsal, a daily
regime that is taken up freelyand inspires joy simply in the work

dissection to dissolution
l dhvays w a r d up ear& bng h?/ore c&s oflctA//y&gar?.
T k studio ;&Ifdid not marte~...because the redl reriain /
occupti?d was try h& / wanted to (Iben tota/mntm/ of it
for that much of it tiiFming: d Ilklong mmmrtmnt to the
dirc~plineof tk

w.

of it. Martha Graham's piece 'Actso i Light' strives for this wnse
o i delight for the work done, in and of itself, irrespective of the

The discipline of the dancer's body is augmented through
analysis, a fragmenting, a dissecting of anatomical parts through

outcome:

its isolated working. The body as a mechanism, an instrument

The m&physiicaljwtentid/ in work h e & udrtaken r j

-

reveakd cekbrated,spindl breathings.. ../tg~adwll).
gathen d bursting strength dndjo)r unhMing dn e w w n t
m v e m n t w b u l a the
~ result of pars of ddricated
work. - Marthd Cmham
. . . .
.

-

through consistent refinement, promises d dancer the ecstasy
and abandonment of a body in flight. The mid -point of fall and
recovery harbours suspnslon: in terms o i physics, energy has
reached "the point of rero because there is no oscillation; in
terms of dclnce experience, the body is poised triumphantly [in/
rnid-air, having successfully recovered from the perils of falling."
Suspension is the force inherent in dance, the momentary
negation of gravity ds the body effortlessly sculpts the air, The
idea here is that for a dancer to experience the point of freefall,
precise analysis is imminent, a dissection which merges
seamlessly into pure dissolution. ltala Calvino further clarifies
this in his essay "Exactness", in which he argues for the
legitimacy of form, structure, and clarity, which he sees as lost in
the essence of the English language. He takes Giacomo
Leopardi, a poet who iound beauty in the vague, shielding his
words with a translucency only in hopcs af sharing a more
pristine world:

so thir ~3w h r l eoprdi aks of err, thdt LWm ,wvour
~ the

beduty of the vagm dnd the i d f i n i t e...d l t , whdt he
requinrs 13a h&h@exan and metkurbur m r n p ~ t i o nof
edch i m p , to the minute definition of o&ecfs, to the
/@ring and tk dhnarphele, dl/ in o d r to dt~dintfw
& s i i ~ d&/ee o f v a g ~ ~ m..tfw~pIore~
s.
l eoprdi, whom 1
have chasen as the & a / o p w n t of my aIgumnf in
witnes in
hi wur ofexadit&, turns out to be d
hir bvou~..rlrep e t of v~gwmss
can on@LE the p e t of
exactit&.
.
.- .
Therefore
exactness finds
its way to the
beautiful and
the vague.
Exactness in
the realm of
dance is
precision and
clarity so refined that even slight varying gradations of technique
are visible, It is this vocabulary of movement that enables a
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dancer to let go of analpis and allow the intentional motion,
which primarily required concentration and effort, to be free in
the sheer dancing of it. This spontaneity - this immediate
context - is splendaur, for 'it does not represent the mind with
an occasion to rethink the constitutive relation of things;
because rather, it offers to our sight, so that it might join with

in the Fall; the acceolance of the fallina body
there r/e two p i m ~ p k sin dance, t h t of hi/ dnd recaver)s
m w m M k d n a / r of f i stretched behwen hvo d'dths,
t k wrtka! and the Irorironra! m w m n t L% euactl).what
[he c u m &~ri&s; th& cum & the ttaiectoly which
i m r i h s ;&if in tempon/ time dttdsp&. - 00ri
Humphrey . . .

them, the traces of vision, and because it offers its tapestries,
.. .

The beauty of the vague finds itself in the dance expressions af

the imaginary texture of the real."

fall and recovery; an exactness in temporal trajectory. Dance as

,

an essence of life. Through breath and movement dance creates
a poetic presentation, a symbol of living. Temporal only within
rhe bounds of the theatre, the r e h e a d space,and the dance,

the dancer signifies an infinite energy that resumes beyond.
Man's authenticity, or proof of being in the world, is realised
through motion, a ceaseless momentum that takes the vertical
body through space. This natural motion is as pure and basic as

walking; built on raising the foot backwards then forwards, the
movement displaces the body's weight, carrying it through
space. This displacement of weight is the focus of dance, and
the counterpaints of fall and recovery are the fundamentals of
eveqday human experience that accept and resist the natural
forces of gravity. The effort of falling, a succumbing to the
earth's gravitational pull, is equalised in ,Isudden necessity Tor
balance. The dancer, rooted in the earth, spine vertically soaring

up towards the heavens, is centted and restores equilibrium.

-

The tension this energy flow- arises between these two
principles and supplies a theoretical and practical delineation of
modern hnce based on man's everyday movement.

--

From the sotic point ot'pokd equilibrium the k x ? ~
hgim to a//,shw+ at fin4 d n d then with dmklating
s p e d ds sit smurnh to gtavi&tbna/ pull. The dilPCItan
m y br, b ~ hckwan$spi/al,
d
ors&rmys. ln the
progres of h//ingthe breath & gmdm//).explkd
fd//:

Rebound.. When m / h p & immjmn( d se/f-ptedive
mdrandmgaes into anhn, dnda mun&r m w m n t
takes
in whkh t& h $ v s p i v back as if with
r p m d lib. This rebound, which & ssimibr in mtlbn to
that ofa b?ll hunting upwardor outwad b m a hard
S U ~ C P ,b fd@ at fi15t kkeliltlng as lt ribe5- At ftk
moment of l e h u d the h a r h I j inhaMsIrarpl).; as rhe
h i m to m w r equi/iluium, (tre h a t h fi/h the

luw.

.

.

.

. . .

The interval between fall and rebound is the suspension that
bridges the vertical and the horizontal, a phenomenon that
seires hold within the two planes, the in-between that
abandons any static relation with ground or air. The interaction
is dynamic, unknown; the diagonal between fall and rebound is
a bacfy in flight, an essence that bin& itself with the air,

DlSSECTlON TO DISSOLUTION
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accepting gravity as the body spirals down. As the vertical axis of

the aesthetics of amearance and disap~earance

the body registers with the ground a new sensation is felt, a

What makes up the transdction o f ddnced m v e m n t Ir the
exchange &hueen the supporting @and the h e kg t k
way in which the .qyt?fingkg .b+vsits &/'m w hf
will be mled down. T k gualiry ot-thk /W ~ i ~ u p pko n
theretom bvhat /buds d a m . ..

stillness in motion equally charged as the feet anchor the frame
onto the horizontal platform. The freefall gives a cfairvoyant
perception, clearing a passage in which the dancer inscribes
stories in space, sculpting air as if it were an opaque plane. The
living present is recorded in chronoscopic time that holds no

Losing support, falling, exploring
different undulations in man's

before, after, or during.
In GravitationalS ~ c Paul
e Virillo speaks of dance and falling in
terms of vertigo ds an attraction which throm the body into the
unknown, a falling or diuiness frequently sought through an
ingestion of narcotics. But here in dance the intoxiation is
founded through a #gravitydrug": pushing the limits, establishing how far one can fall without negating the interrelation
between the boh/'s weight and the natural forces of gravity.
This is the true endeavour of the living present, catching the
essence of life in a few potent moments:
it-prsplcthe is linked to weghr, then them k a moment

where it a n bP expriencedd6ra/ute& d n d that 13 the
.chute d vue :haw them & the masure ofhlling
cveght r h t 16,dc.h the mrionalman fo kc;&. So tlir vkion
he has I3 dimah cvnnecred to pets-,
6eaure it i
linked to tbe vanirhing lines k t me mwN thdt vertigO litk eM?ctof ? h e remding lines - dnd at the s m ttm it I3
linked to wight it is irk pure state ofplspective. The trw
prspcfiw k tfw prspecliw of the chuter d vue

-

kinesphere as the body plunges
downward through space, a dancer
configuresand manipulates her
physiality ds the movement chdnges
from a gmundednature, rejoicing in
the weight of the body, to an dccelerated pace that races through the air,
exulting in its ungruundedm. The
changes in weight are dynamic but a

body's weight has often not been
accepted in dance. Traditional ballet
sought to express the body

the ordinary, surfacing intermittently in an explosive jump or
leap that is sustained long enough for the movement to be
registered by bath the dancer and viewer. Nothing exists
outside this system of movements. This fleeting moment is
perhaps the true perspective of life, barely a c h i n g a giimpse of
the invisible where virtuosic acts appear in an instance through
a Row of weight into space.

a pristine

figure, light, elegant, a spirit that promised the illusion of a body
in total defiance of gravity. Duringthe French renaissance in
Louis xiv's reign, the courtly ballet of the early 17th century
presented and saw dance through only planimetric representation

In the midst of falling, the lived present lies outside the realm of

I'

- that is, an aesthetic which apired only to the pattern of

movements across the floor.
The traditional bdllet resembles a mechanical construct,
focusing an only the pure technique of the dancer's dnatomical
positioning: the movements blur the essence of the whole
being. Its ideal is a supermtura/liyhters, conveyed through
movements that a d like signs to depict this unndtural rxpression. The ballet dancer learns to conquer her own body, her
thin phrjique attempting basic positions of stance where the
feet are turned out, unnaturally as compared with the parallel
alignment of the modern dancer, in exercises concentrated in
only the lower limbs. Thus all traditional ballet movement is
concentrated in the lower body, with the objectives of achieving

enough strengh to dance sur b poinm, registeringa body that
in lightness aspires to almost no Contact with the ground plane.
The ballet dancer's torso is limited by the ideal of a straight
posture and a few regimented positions of the arms, leavingthe
upper body static, in contrast to the light, quick gestures of the
mechanical feet.
This is a dance of dppedrance where the theatre expressions are
most notably narratives ponrayingthe light delicate female
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dancer in a pas de deux, where the strength of the male is

experience. Merce Cunninghamemploys this notion, in that his

revealed in his grand acrobatic gestures. Even the placement of

company strives to portray or represent the human body

the ballet is center stage, a focus on one or two principal

moving through space. His movement evolves through

dancers while the others forming the corps de h l b t d r e lost in a

particular activities dnd thus dances are created in light of the

regimented unison of movement.

praportionsof the activity itself. Cunningham's choreography

Perhaps lightness can be explored from a difYerent perspective:

essentially is d work in progress that indulges in "a process of

not through an aesthetic that promises a fantastical, frivolous

watching and working with people who use movement as a

flight but exploring what we are as human being through a

force of life."

pursuit of gravitation and levitation, a lightness of thought that

Movement as d force of life charaaerises and encapsulates our

bears witness to 'a reaction to the weight of living." ltalo

killinginto the sensations o i the universal body. As the dancer or

Calvino appreciates the sentiments of lightness when refer-

choreographer creates movement through this awareness, it is

enced in terms o i the weight we bear. Calvino explains how in

in /@tofintuition. The intent remains within the circle o i the

the work of the poet Cavalcanti:

dance but the intuition begins the movement, linking itself to

.....d t h e m by no m d n s lighl; such ds tk suffierlnp of

the imaginationthat envisions the potential of the bocjy. Twyla

low, ISdljsohed into pdlpbke entities that mow b e m e n
the sensitive soul dnd the intelkaive soul befiveen fwdrf
d n d m i d , &tween eyes dnd voic~
..../n Cdvalcanfi ttk
wight of matter i s d b h d k a m e the materials ofthe
human simulacrum a n be m n x dl/ interchangabk.

Tharp's choreography is an extrapolation of a lightness that
transcends the ordinary throcgh s i n g the ordinary:

M began expbring movement to kam ways of buiMing
krnwnk nmwment psibiliries. M invertedphnses,
turning m v e m n b upsick, down, Ikxing lmtcdd of
ex&nding the ker, changing c i ~ u b motions
r
from en
ddddns to en &hors, roaring p3/al&/psittons out d n d v i c ~
clcrsa. The permutatiom twre e n d k....
kdrned to
tt?t"gn& movemn&, running them hickward like film
images in wwm.... lshunned un&n mwment why
~ ~ 4 e(hex
C t W O & ~ U / ~&JfltqW
).
m i d ti3 dn d6Ft~dd
srilndard ofuni/orrnrry/

As the traditional ballet strives for the ideal portrayal of light

through appearance, it masks the inherent qualities of what
creates the whole person. Contemporary dance revolutionises

-

traditional dance by moving p t the tramprentdesires of the
ballet towards a tram/mncy, another type of lightness which
reveals the
layering of
human affections. Contemporary dance
incorporates

-

Transcending the boundaries of the everyday bending, falling
and mergingwith the rich potential that lies between the

-

normative planes of up and dawn intuition finds the diagonal
where felt sensations are explored. Dance is founded through
this kind of intuition, an act of I M t w h e r e the urge to move
forward is grasped through the da of dancing itself, that which

Y

simple d~
breaking away
from the
traditional
bounds of the
theatre, offering
not a single focal
point, but
ensembles where
the dancers fill
the entire stage.
This lightness, of
sorts, offen

viewers a multi-

dimensional

.. . -

.

.
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possesses reality. The basic intellectual act of intuition is 'so
close to mrjtical experience that it really closes philosaphical
analysis; it is simply a sudden ;/lu~mtrion,infallible knowfedge,

..."

rare

the aesthetic bodv of disaopearance
Day and nlghr / fr)s lir my studio with ib- sir rwo tlrownd
watt suns, inbncing behwen tk extremes of the impmih/r, to sh~kci m tk ICJI born ?.kunml, t o g k r&iens
to penetrate into unknown transpre~k5.

+

audience, conveying the meaning of the work through dynamic
imabe that make the virtual visible but not tangible. In her
essay, S~ecuiations,Susanne Langer writes of the human forces
that dance presents to us, awakening the inner Iite, the titth
sense thdt within us probes and questions, evoking deep

lust as traditional dance is dance of appearance, contemporary dance today is faithful to the aesthetics of d&ppedti?nc€?.

sentiments:

The pliancy of the body a n chdnge through figure to fragment,

Whirllirgand circling, gliding dndsk~pplngdnd brlbnc~ngale
such inskgestu~sthat seem to spring from the dkepst

differing in scale and proportion, amalgamatingphysique and

sources of feeling, trlre rhythm of phpiol life ds such.
Beaure they p s e n t no i&d of things outside the

spirit. A dancer blends these forms, it seems, with no effort at

o'ganbm, but on& o&&'ifi vi&/ir),;&elf

dl. These merging forms create
sensational sham. embodvina
"
I

.

#

o i vitality is the

one's thoughts which provoke

source of emotive

certain perceptions. It is fi if the

qualities in which

body in dance at times removes

lies the essence oi

itself from corporeal restraints and

life. It is a poetic

merges with the realm of the

expression of the

unreal. Transcending analysis,

real heightened to J

intuition works through the rwght

supernatural level of

of images: seemingly t.@hr,they

eaasy where visions
offer the dancer a method of
dre given to the

possessing reality in the larger and

dancing body. These

more universal magnitude of this

.

idea:

.-

visions are ephem-

eral yet weighty in meaning. As we move forward on our highly

lnfuilron is the dct t h t p w s s e s realiv: /An d h l u t e a n
on& be g m n in dn intuition, whik dl/ the rest /w to do
with dndbri.....through infuitmn t k unqw k t u m of the
wa/Mdr&, through dnd&s& 04ed.s d m to their
mrnmn ek~menk.
. .
Dance then becomes a virtual world where expression is
translated through actual movement and even surpasses it to
reach the immaterial. These dynamic images or bodily
metaphors dre created by the dancer through her movement,
bringingthe metaphysical into the physical body, melding

technologized planet, our expectations have begun to be
fvunded in things, in matter as a replacement for thought:

lmges.. . haw a wght.. .the &cline of the rmagc a d
decli~reof redlily.. ..In my opinion there is d friigred).of the
vriibk in thir m&gu&
lealhm that we have &en aught
in for t h &st cmntuy..tk vliribk is nothing; matter is
evetythrirg. 8ut what obes that meant rhat m d m t h t the
imge rr not wid h i m it ri not c v m t e , or in other
W& tharpiJ df@ M ~ I Kd &dl&
I ~ ~ll?k3gt' 0 Wr d vLSl&Jl~r
ruditoty imge.. ..Om sees that f
k Image is weigh& t h t
the image ir athing.

feeling with form to produce sentiments felt by both dancer and

Matter then should not replace thought but rather complement

audience. A dancer's work is translated in this manner. The

it. The art of dance points towards this line of thinking as it

unification of the physial and the metaphysicalpenetrates a

manifests itself through a constant fluctuation between the

spectrum coloured with affects that are each time realised in a

animate and the inanimate, interweavingthe material body and

different light. When dance attains to this level it acquires an

its spirit. Essential is that the dancing body, as the universal

interwoven sensibitity that 'is driven by not only actions, but

body, encapsulate its vision and strength for the future, for that

also the passions, of the mind and the body. It is the rich

'which makes mankind human, the groundfor humaness, lies in

synthesis oC spontaneity and the affectivity that mark. the

its ungrou&msN

continuity between the ontologicai principle of power and
conatus."
This is the means by which the dancer communicates with the
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pliant
'

bodies: architecture and dance

it's in the quick'
[he@ ex&& d delinab& m e m h n e through r v h ~ hmdning
can m r ; e when tnmbt..n# h m o m dk~;Dlihe
to dnothel:
What 1 m a n by mernbmne /j d thin, p/&b& layer thdt
connem hvo things dnd i3, in this case, tfw mddk parttion
/ddrICP/ +drchitectu#.. .As a &sgn tiw/ the idea of
rrambtion ii &fined as a ~noGaringof the sdm ideas in d
.difilenr langwge rSom the ongiml

In hlerce 3 &ms,dhtmctron dnd kinesrhesia dre
explnoGrd & the hagmentationoisc~veralrlying foci, which
he has been dbk to use ds dn esthetic coup...-a pempt~~
a/& airnibthe alevice that d / . b w tbe eye to &kt# in
gmakc more inc/(~~rLe,
dnd mutt@& tanges of owrlapping
dehik, d r d how the ptts @sot!dteor mkse together on
shge, or in the mind's eye. Cunningham uses fi;Jgmntatiun
if1 EVPfSe h w f0 g~dtddanfabredndCa&3&11~
@fie
TO
expand f
k optjons of hrj- m w m n t mni/oU as d kind of
mrnpzsiftom/m k m p e .
.
. .
.
,

,

Dance for Cunningham is colored with raw energy, a vibrancy
Merce Cunningham's choreography deals with a sort o i
vicisituu'e. In architecture this assertion deals with a hllinto d
pcarbuspbre, 'it has a quality of mutability in response to

chance occurrences: these events are made possible by a
collision of internal motivatorsand external forces which seem
to be accidental." Parallel to the dance context, Deleure

explains this sense of change in reference to a smoothness that
exists within a continuous variation, a plkncythdt captures the
complexity within its folds delineatinga continual form.
The fall into the unpredictable for Cunningham sits amidst the
ordinary. His system of movement actually centres on a field of
events, pliant in the fluidity of exchange between dancer and
movement, space and time. The ideal is to simultaneously
express precision and freedom, a technique which encourages
dancers to learn to execute movement correctly but within their
own style. It is movement that exists in a realm of endless
possibilitieswhere spatially there are *no fixed points in space"
as all areas of the floor plane equally explore space and time.
Cunningham's sense of time transcends its concept as dancers
engage in movements of different rhythms, scattered across the
stage, dancing not to the music's impulse but in rhythm with the
body's weight changes. He infuses a system of chance occurrences into his choreography, a lilnobm methodto explore the
varied order his
sequences could go.

He uses chance
\

0

- .I=

*-

elements in his dance
compositions,

reflecting some of the
unpredidabilitythat
life itself offers.
Cunningham bases

1
-

that is foreshadowed in the open field of performance: a
choreography that happens in t k quick within the context of
the immediate 'which doesn't have to he linear, lhecausel
.. ,

. .

today people follow a field." The linear presupposes a certain
way of thinking and Cunningham is more interested in creating
a situation that evolves out of a serendipitous event shaping a
figure eight

- figure-eight in the sense of neoteny, reworkinga

movement over dnd over a ~ i in
n a different light beause
"something can provoke one suddenly to realise that there's a
,-

.

whole other area to explore.*
Architecturally, it seems that linear forms reacting to external
f o r m would in fact also mutate towards a curvilinear development, sensitive to the immediate site arrd context of the
environment in which it exists. Such architecture would be
cha/eog/aphedto exist precisely in form but sptially free within
an open field of possibility, sensitive to internal motivators and
externdl forces. It would be a lyrical drchitccture. folding in and
over itself, layering its parts to provide a complexity of pieces

..

.,

that blend together to form 'one object of dense abstraction."

The architecture team of Van Berkle C(1 Bos maintain thdt
architecture is richer in form and experience when it is left open
to other forms of inforrndtionsuch as the narrative, greatly
allusive to a vast array of images. Blendingtheory and practice,
the collaboration offers critical overlaps, creating a fluid
architecture of in-between, receptive to contemporary life and
the built environment. Their work produces hybridization of
form that is perceived to be a "direct translation of the masses
of information that surround us." Contemporary architecture,
then, can be said to be somewhat intangible in its inherent
ability to create fleeting images of an evanescent experience,
and to t~ like dance through its continual and changing
response to its surroundings:

numrous dance

-

pieces on the notion of

accidental happening which forge forward in the moment,
creating exhilaratingand unforeseen structures of movement:

DISSECTION TO DISSOLUTION

t0

The s m t h spms ckscn'bedby t h e continuollr yet
di7ktt?nthtds)s&nrrESU/~
from c l I ~ t / i ~Se~ibtfitks
dr
that am apbk ofcompkx & h m t b n r in lespow to
pgmmntatk stmfurab emmmri; aestfwtk politria/,d n d
con&xtua/ influems....W h e h r imrdriom or amlrbmtive,
rlrese k i d ofcunniw cvnmctmm d b w r mw ~ i h / i -

ties for organiFation.

pushing the limits of a definable membrane
Even d ~ h i t e c t m ~vhich
,
my be the m t s t r l x t u t a l ~
oL+?iw of the am, i s full of e x p s m tension, k l i n g d n d
s~/istic
;inti+
.
.

The vital bodies of architecture and dance are similar as one
mirrors the other in their contributions to the improvement of
life. Architecture fosters vivification through a "spectrum of
emotions generated by absolute passion...That spectrum of
emotion is the organising 'idea' in the non temporal art." This
organising idea is the architect's crux, a choreographed
sequence within an open field where space and movement
merges with one into the other to create an
unpredictable event. An architectural
experience is filled with affective spaces
which develop from this conception of the
poetic idea. For architecture, as in dance,
the idea of working is "not an isolated
representational process, but integrated into
.

.

the conception of the building.* The
conception sustains the feeling of a temporal
art as it creates opportunities for happen-

i n p it is the center of the structure which
maintains its presence through its relationship to the ground, once again affirming
gravity dnd the weight of being. The
conception creates the architectural essence of what it is, not
what it appears to depict:
/t b nat siinpl). @ure of tfw exclmion o t ~ ~ p s e n t a t i oinn
hvourofpsence. Rather it m p s e n b the ongoing confro/
of repsentation. Phe tradition ofphihwphy is the
slatlined dttempl to get control by m w r i n g samthing
that p & s
ep'esenration, msflilintng lepresenhtl~nby
esbwbhing the a~thitectonklimik p v h d by the ground.
N *arc-hes tbr the m w t s t a b k ground to exec the
gmdkst control.
, .
.
.
-

The placing of limits, the connection to a thing, is the beginning
of creating what the spontaneity might be, where freedom

might k found. As Cunningham incorporates chance elements
within his choreography they are not haphaardly applied but

based on a system of studied movement patterns which remain
intact. The mutations evolve from fragmenting the movement:
in reverse, through addition, subtraction, a multitude of spatial
delineations and time displacements that explore the heights
and depth of conceptual space. The excitement arises in how
the piece emerges on opening night and how it will again
metamorphose in the next showing. Yet the movement is
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always grounded in what it began with architecturally: se-

foundation in simple, powerful nations such as the condensa-

quences are derived internally, spatially, and through pro-

tion and purification of light. His drawin9 allude to more than

gramme development. Like the dance piece where movements

an architectural blueprint, 'his sketches embody a myriad of

build one onto the next to form gestalts, meaning in architec-

lines, tluauating between ideas ot materiality and 'voidedness'

ture comes from a cumulative effect as bodies move thl.~ugh

[which make1 form and space virtually inseparable." The

spatial sequences:

essence of Ando's architectonicdance is the in-betweenwithin

Their tiams &rivP s/knificance fromjuxtapition. T k y
es&b/bh mmty of the preceding f m m , the course o f
even&. TO experience dnd h / b w an d~hitectura/s?qwm~
ir lo mhct upon ewnb; /n o&f to p&ce them into
succesn/e rvhok5.
. . . _ . . ..

Meaning is sustained in rnmaiyz dancers leave us with
fleeting images that can only once again come to fruition
through thought. The architectural experience like the dance
encounter, translates information via a transitory moment in
conceptual space. Through multiple layers, combinations of
chance elements, and discovering orientations, architeaure and
dance perpetuate the desire to continually search for different
experiences.
Not d matter of turning or looking up to tfw he@& of
thing, mymole than dek~ngdown..... bur of looking d l b n g
the suhces, in [heir intervab d n d mt&b /or whit m,vyet
happen, coming thus lo see that 'tk m f profound &
. the
skin.
. ...

Skimming the surface, in-behwen the layers, multiple reading
are found to signify the onset of what is yet to come. Pursuing
different orientations not only pushes the limits of a membrane,

be it body or structure, but also breaks the bounds of a
definable membrane. An architect of intention first, Tadao Ando
marries h t h literal and conceptual references in his work. Like
the dancer who articulates the art of dance through her body,
Ando's architeaure references the built object while retaining
the poetic intention. It is a pure architeaure, emanatingfram
the ground, the earth itself, its sheer existence explodes the
membrane:
But this 5pce ofAnob & now ou6-Ide 06 or other in tfre
lapamse senre....a h?twen ofthe khcleen. ..In A& 3
work vhwl rt?m/utbnis notan irrm - h b with s
smptwon afsgns, a surpembn ofthe v&wlx m n hat
keeps clr om s&p h m the chew - Anab a/&
mfud

Abstracting the elements of nature and disposing them within
an architectural order, Ando intensifies what already exists. His
architecture provokes a spirit of vitality, confronting people with
natural elements, bringing a phenomenal awareness to his
design regime that permeates the built realm. He primarily fills
spaces with aesthetic sense, taking architecture back to its

DISSECTION TO DISSOLUTION
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the "myriad of lines", where structure is never disengaged from
its conception. Form and space are fluidly bound and the
question " How a n w know the d a m r horn the dam?-is
simultaneously asked and answered.

interval: thearv - arocess - desian

in physical materials from

the parti:

dirsectrian to dblution. It

ffm
~ t kaws ik impnit In the s a n d a d d s the
and remains as a trace of the fmeach of these residues
dnd actions are ou6'ide ofdny mtional or mtum/ oder;
they are b t h and neilllel:
Aiwh as t

becomes a question of how
this notion can rnaniiest itseli
in material expression and as
a tangible thing without

The objective of the parti sketch is to simply illustrate the first

renouncingthe conceptual

gesture of the architectural idea. It is simultaneously a simplifi-

ties that bind the form as

cation and a densification, an embodiment of an idea that can

one. The form transcends as

be read on the most basic and complex levels. Like the dancer's

a single entity and dlthough

rehearsal the initial concept is explored multidimensionally as a

the pieces of equal sire and

work fin prog~ps.The basis of the conceptual idea imprink the

shape are repeated, there

thematic notion throughout all layers of study, opening up a

difference lies in the qualities

broad range of potential. As the layers evolve temporally, the

that characterise each

initial idea remains if only ds d tmre of the original intention.

material. The materials are

In this thesis investigatinn, the parti is a notation of mob2ment

broken down, layered within

-

from dhseclron to

the construa by first

--

dhlution. Conceptually

f
establishing the ~ l g h r othe

this speaks of a fragmenta-

fragmented body through to

---

tion, anatomizing each

its eventual state of d h / i +

part as it relates to the

lion.

.

.

.
.

.

whole. Formally, the pieces

The ~ l g h r othe
f construa speaks of natural movement a5 it is

.

stand separately but as

founded by its connection to the ground, the mass dnchored

.

they mow farther out from

below, d medley of materials yielding to the forces of gravity. At

one another, there is d

the opposite end of this spectrum lies the resistance to this

simultaneous sense of

weight; in hkhtnessthe materials have begun to change in state

disintegration and

dd~pting
a weightlessness characterised not through mere literal

integration as the forms begin to merge with the air, dissolving

transparencies but moving beyond and into a metaphysical

the beginning and end of one from the other.

experience, J phenomenal transparency. The step beyond

Expressed primarily as a linear movement, my intention is to

becomes a visual layering; somewhat allusive, it desalidifies

abstractly denotate the transition of motion from a quality of

whdt is immediately viewed by creating a perceptual collage of

mass in the senre ofking
-

information. The temporal qualities of these materials equivo-

eanh, to an attribute of&h

agroudd

ofthe

"where the body is in motion and

cate further sensations as they play within a certain context,

has the highest degree of information" recreating the initial tine

reading to site and light. The momentum of the materials are

into a field of space. This inquiry lies at the basis of this thesis.

predicted by the movement of the air:

Through a study of this particular sequence the idea is to
translate the movement from theory into architectural form,
renderingthis notion through the language of design.

m m k n e s , sur?em, fi/&rs, the surfices of thb drchrtecture
es&MSks a wRgo ot*aC.b~
bkkage dndsbwnes,
upending the verlrgo o f a m k w fmn that has obmimted
c k s p silKF t k inwntmn of pe~spectivaldrawing.....

The generating idea evolved out of concentrated points that
stand as bars closely positioned. Ar they move out and forward,

Lightness, within this study, is captured through its ambiguous

they disengage, no longer fixed points in space that speak of a

nature changing rapidly with its placement and surroundings.

static k a r i l ) : but rather d).mmirpoints equally changing and

The qualities of these materials mutate from translucent to

randomly scattered throughout, read within a field of concep-

transparent within different ambient conditions and thus the

tual space.

reading of the whole construct, in terms of weight and lightness,

The initial study attemps to give form to the parti, a translation,

changes as the light parts alter. The two elements are interde-
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pendent. Lghmesras en@,

fluctuates and can thereiore be

held only within a moment.
The construct acts as a scale, an equilibrium maintaininglight
and weight as essential properties for balance. It is unified
through thin bars which are embedded between edch of the
material stratificatians. The bars metaphorically react ds does
the spine within the human body, anchoring it to provide a
stability, yet engaging in a dynamism of movement beyond the
physical periphery. There is a stillness in motion: the bars reach
out, further suggestive of what ties infinitely past the
immediate....it is the lived body of action.

DISSECTION TO DISSOLUTION
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imprinting:

encompass the idea of pure motion as bound between the

A h a h w impresrOm, the stone broke in hue pieces.
Both tfie stone d m i the -14
were diwrded.
Rz(~,cc.!?enDe~
m& amtk.: which ~ L a hP r rhrpp
impssiom. Rau~knbP/gp&ced
the
fiagmnl~&ck
on the p s s bed, ddedanother stone be olkd #the
&br;ir'andplinted the edition.
..
...
.

The 1963 lithograph entitled, Accident Icat.71 by R.

constructive and the metaphysical. It begins as limsof sequential patterning, isolated fragments which extend forth. Redching
infinitely out, the moment rs captured w ~ t h ~
a nlieMoi sheer
motion as it encircles, and through the red is brought back to
the beginning. Replenished, the cycle can begin again.
The second orint explores merging bodies, the physical and the

Rauschenberg illustrates the peculiar *rise of the untirneh
which is infused in the art of printmaking. Interweaving
experiential and technical, the creative thrives in the unexpeaed moment and although a framework binds the work,
c h m is ultimately superimposed upon the final produa. This

qualiv lends an element of surprise to the art; spontaneity and
skill became one. Never a predetermined piece, printmaking as
a symbiotic process merges a conceptual body within a
technical realm, the two continually shifting and settling only in
the final moment.
The essence of this art is found in its execution. Working and
reworking as though it were a pliable substance, the piece
evolves and changes according to haw variables mix and how
chemicals react to one another. Lithography depends not on
surface elevctions as in other printing techniques, but on the
simple principle of the unmixability of grease and water. "The
lithographicstone must be etched, or processed, to accept ink

ephemeralSI, relative to their rectilinear enclosure. The square

on the image areas and to reject ink and accept water every-

forms depict movement from sense to sensibility. The black solid

where else. It is this step -seemin&magiaI that has been the

filled object denotes an informative stance, Cartesian in that the

" ,

. ....

.

subject of endless analysis." The process guiding this thesis

intellect supersedes the body. Collapse is imminent, the solid

investigation, like the dance choreographer, focuses on the idea

becomes void and the body frees itself from the constrained

, pxsir, rather than just allowing something to
of m k i n ~of

placement.

become. These two bodies of technique and concept are

Printmaking exhibits a sense of complexity ds it bring the

comparable to remeand sensibiliw and through printmaking

viewer into the realm of the perceptual. Ldyers of color are

allude to the initial parti interweaving concepts of d k c r i u n

absorbed in compositions, pigments overlaid or lifted recreate

and b . l u t h n .

surfaces in a different light contributing to a sense af diversity
The transition of
the primary sketch
as idea to

printmaking
pushes the notion

further as it
extends itself
within the layers
of color and form.

The first print is
my attempt to

and wonderment. Built up layers of color can literally transform
a two dimensionalsurface image into a spatial experience,
altering ones perceptionof real. The fusion of color, etching,
tracing and process exhibit sensational qualities, these marking,
create a sense of motion for the eye.
It is precisely this snse of motion which configures what I think

of as hdcape. The final prints attempt to interpret this
configurationof dynamic attributes that fall within the parameters of the architectural site. The chosen site exhibits qualities
of the initial prti, the motion of dissection to dissolution
extends in movement from landside to waterside. As the
intention is to denotate the transition of motion from a quality
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of mass to a sense of Iihtness, this shift naturally occurs as the
earth's ground falls and merges with the water. This landscape,
as a solid thing, a dissected part, slopes down and through the

retledion ot light and water dissolves.
The series of site prints attempt to capture this transitory quality
through sequence. Four generative mono-type prints are pulled
from the source plate which illustrate the slow mutation of each

successive print. Followingeach printed run the plate is not
cleaned therefore leaving a tmce of the former image in each
consecutive print. After the initial impin6 layers of color are
lifted to give the perception of moving from a field of concentrated color and form to a vast expanse of lightness. The
movement begins as a rigid stratified film that seep; into a fluid
array of blue. The resulting prints are a mix of the former and
the new, each a rraa of what was before: dkction making its
war; to dhiutiun...

DISSECTIONTO DISSOLUTION
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site as nomadic body:

investigation rather than at conclusion. It is about the mobile

Buikling tmnscedsphysioldnd hnclional n?guiremn&by
h i n g with a pbce, bygathering the mdning ot'd situation.
4 " c h i t ~ r t u&s~ .wt,co m ~ q h
?nrn& on 2 l ~ d c u ,?_r
p it
r e m s to expkin i t ///urn~ndahoofa ssil h not a stmplktk
replication of i ' 'cvntext: to recedldn aspect ofphce may
not mnfrim 113 "appearance. 'Hence the hab~tmlways of
seeing may well be interrupted.
- . -.

In designating the body of a site as

w,the context can vary

according to how one sees and perceives. In the Heideggerian

condition where perception is ignited through motion and
friction offering d k M o f information that favours no particular
vantage point.
from t j m to t ~ mthe
, journey 13 marked by m m n t s of
rest. B u l b the nmt part, if b dn dcmunt ofprov~ional
expkmthm - dn dmunf oc~asiomd@ dnd deiftbted to,
keeping thought in motion. Jogertres p t h , points of
&prtune dndptn& of rest /arm d comtelbtton that might
ckxribe tk spm ofd~hi&dure.
.. .

sense of what it means to Mdwell",site as place is connected to

Site can be thought of as a shifting point of reference, denoting

the essence of what it means to build and how far this concept

a crossing or an overlappingof intersectionswhich collage into a

reaches. Heidegger transcribes place through the old German

network of views and attitudes. Site becomes a place primarily

word, "bauen", signifyingthe way in which humans inhabit the

of it5 location, as Heidegger suggests, yet the locale cantinually

earth and how one acquaints thing with habit to create a sense

shifts according to a mode of thought or experience that is

of place. The word, "bauen" simultaneously means "to cherish

~ n orotect,
d
to oreserve and a r e for. ...Building in the

but in S K ~d wdy that it dlbws a site tbr the IbunbM. By
this site am &fermimd the rbca/i&s and ways by whkh a
S ~ C P
bprov&h~

.

.

.

.

.,

.

.

A specific pintor a prominent element kgins to give meaning,

or a sense of place, to a site, but this idea a n venture further in
that the experience of location or place becomes not a fixed or
static one. Rather, as the site comes into contact with the

_...-

neither fixed or stationary. It is a vocabulary based in motion, a
journey nurturing the perspective of the lived body in
chronoscopic time. This is to say that it is through the experience of the person that the site becomes fully realised at any
one time. It is in this critical line of thought that the site was
anal@.

significant thing it reveals itself as a field of observations; it is
understood in the way of the nomad; significance found through
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..

The site is located at the far north end of the Glenmore

skyline and panoramic vistas of the foothills and the Rocky

reservoir. Visually prominent, it rests at the top of an escarp

mountains. It is a place that exists within the urban fabric at the

ment adjacent to the Clenrnore dam. Known as the Waterworks

city, although removed in that the immediate area is nestled in

reserve area, its location is within the city, 6.4 km from the

somewhat of a non urban environment. Physically, the

downtown core, and located immediately within a natural

landscape acts as an intermediary area as it "lies at the western

terrain posited aside the Elbow river and the reservoir. A site of

edge of the prairie zone, bordering on a foothills / mountain

activity and energy, it is a location that is bound by tension

transition rone of grassland and mixed forest." This natural

through its siting as interval between city and nature. Access to

-

.

*

...

setting has encouraged various recreational activities ranging
from water to land based activities, creating a rural retreat
within the larger urban framework of the city. Its prominence
sterns also from the historical account of its importance to the

City of Calg~ry.The constructionof the reservoir occurred after
a severe spring flood in the year 1884, and again in 1929. A
reservoir for flood control was proposed and in 1932, N.G.
Macdonald devised a plan for the *addition of hydraulic pumps
to supply the city with 27 million gallons of drinkingwater daily.
the site is via 19th st. and 56th ave., the area proper bound by

That year, 960.96 hectares were purchased by the city of

Crowchild trail and the Glenmore causeway. A n alternative

Calgary and in 1933. completion
of the dam and the rt*rvoir
. -

route is the Glenmare pathway system which extends around

were put into operation." At the time of the dam completion

-

the reservoir for 16 km. This rnulti purpose path is heavily

various interest groups were contending far a piece of land

used by walkers, runners, and cyclists. The pathway continues

around the reservoir and in 1956 park proposals were first

-

along the escarpment past the grounds of the Clenrnore dam

made. In 1963, Calgary adopted two by laws which provided a

road, over the Clenmore trail at the 14th st. interchange, and

framework for recreation use and devehment

along the escarpment past the grounds of the Rockyview

of the park and reservoir.

hospital. At the north end, this pathway system merges with the

According to this historical account, the site is

Bow river and the Nose creek paths which lead to Howness and

clearly a place bemuse of its prominence. The

.
,

Fish creek parks. The surrounding area of the Waterworks

site as location exists because of the siting of
the dam, and the dam, as a thing, is important

including: the Clenmore athletic center, tennis club, Lakcview

priniarily because of its function as physical

golfcourse, safety city [bicycle training programl, Emily

infrastructure which is of vital necessity to the

Follembee school, a speed sbting aval and various sports fields.

city. Phenomenologically, the site is activated

The context is

and acts upon its users, reflecting a dynamism

heavily layered

between the two. It is precisely this combination of a physically prominent and important site in terms of
meaning, history, and infrastructurewithin the urban environment that brings vitality through interaction of people passing
through and within the

ven fabric of

..

-

site which gives this

.

recreationalactivities and topographical landscape.
The site is bound by 19th st. and 56th ave. S.W. while the east
side is contained by the Elbow river. An escarpment wraps from
the west towards the dam and the Clenrnore causeway encloses
the circular gesture at the south end, creating somewhat of a
hemispherical vessel. The site aHords views of both urban and
rural landscapes, offering vantage points of both the downtown

OlSSECTlON TO 0ISX)LUTION
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reserve is mainly focused on land based recreational activities

-

.

P

unarounded around

city and nature, questioning what it means to be in either place,

..A p t h is d h p & w e n h.vo pin& but tk 'in-between'
hdS raken on d// & comritenq dnd enjoys h f han
dutnnorry and a dimctbn nf in; own. The I I of~the nomad
is in the intemfeuo.

positing the in - hhwenas a potentially vital and transient
area. The interval poses ideals that are sympathetic to the
human condition; through displacement rather ihdn linrdrity,
juxtaposition over similarity, and superimposition over isolation.

.
a

The theoretical views of site, and eventual attitudes which

D i r k t i o n refers to a kind of mutable condition, morphing into

configure my intervention, are significant to the idea of the

a thing that is somewhat disengaged from its initial form. It

nomad: an ideology perhaps which grounds itself in concepts

expresses an unsettling of the canonical, breaking away,

central to life, to living, and to motion. The nomad wanders and

conformingto somethingother than the general attitude or rule.

seeks not location, but re-location, establishingspace as

Taking the idea of ground, one immediately thinks o i what lies

progressive in that it is consistently being evaluated in a non-

physically beneath an individual, yet the word is also heavily

linear evolution. This idea is further implemented in the notion

supplemented with philosophical dnd drchiteaural rnedning, To

of the 'mobile ground" which speaks of a place in flux, a "space

be grounded is to have a foundation; a base from which to build

of operation, a site of architectural work...It represents the play

upon, an origin from where to begin. Therefore, it is not

of contested powers because it is neither here nor there - its

surprising that early architectural attempts at expressing

locus is of transition dnd challenge, of movement and change."

ungroundedness focused on somewhat literal interpretations.

It is in this vein that I will attempt to establish that being

In 1933, Le Corbuier challenges the idea of the natural ground

grounded is more closely integratedwith the nomadic idea of

by cfaiming its site to be infused with disease, a "dispenser o i

transition and change, therefore understandingthat it is in our

rheumatism and tuberculosis and declares the natural site to be

ungrotmdedlife experience that we establish a sense of

the encmy of man." He proposes to sever the connedion

ground~dnes.Binding the parameters of this notion, I propose

between buildingand ground. vehemently opposing the

three formulated thoughts which a d to choreograph a theoreti-

landscape

>A

=-.

. .

part of the architectural intervention. "As with

-

cal attitude towards site and

Maison Domino, the house is freed from the earth of historicill

intervention.
1. shift

~ o n d r i a n- like autanomy, where the ground is only a vestige."

2. dislocation

This is repeated in Villa Savoye where the house literally

t-_.

i;;,+i:'i:

.

tradition to move in an extendible boundless space, dcquiring a

becomes suspended in the air: columns appear to be the only
support that offer
connection to the
ground. It is the
figure, irrespective

stance, or to experience a
differing view or outlaok. Man's authenticity, or proof of being
in the world, is realised through motion, a ceaseless momentum
that takes the vertical body through space. Experientially,
shifting opens up to a broader, more complex situation which in
turn offers a multiplex range of information- No longer a linear

.

.

.

.

and artificiality:

rhe hlrw a d bar m the di4 p l c e d ~ l l a r o uwtttmut
~
intefruplibn, by d bng winabw No more hesibtiam dhuf
pbying d~hilecturalgamswith splm andrms. The k w h
in the mrddk ofthe pairks, hrnimi~lingrhp o h d .

process, displacement overlays differences rather than isolating

them, creating new and ever-evolvingsituations.

U n g r o u m however can be posed in a different light. Simply

The site was thought of in this light. The p r t i traces the motion

negating the ground may not be the only means of reflectinga

from dissected movement to a state of dissolution exploringthe

sense of ungroundedness; a reinterpretation of what it mans to

shift as it occurs from the city's north-south orientation to the

be grounded should be considered. Common thought defines a

rural grid, more closely examiningthe movement from land to

certain gmunoGdness or stability in the idea of the solid such as

water. The site then is illuminatedas a n overlapping territory of

the earth, gravity, and weight. Chemistry, however, recognises
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the solid by what is known as the 'defect.'. This is a type of
irregularity, otherwise thought of as a dislocation, which acts to
disengage the continuity of a line. The notion of a defect is not
to be taken negatively but rather to understand that it exposes
the potential energy of the solid ground. The solid is
ungrounded through dissection and revelation of the defect.

The discovery of this defea, in fad expresses the possibility for
phases or states to be thought of as co-existing stably, rather
.

.

than separately.
Thus, w
e as human beings become grounded not through a
point of origin, but a pathway of life experience that is bound
through evolutian, a continual mode of change from which we
learn. It is precisely in this 1ighrot~insr;ab;htythatwe grow to be
more stable, grounded and comforted in the idea that our lives
develop from an incremental process that is ever changing and
transient.
Contemporary architectural theory then explores the ability to
transpose static building forms to embrace and retlcct such tife
sensations as the potential or the force of life in thing.
"Ungrounded" then is not confined to one state but rather
explores the cross boundaries of life, 'of miety, profession,
genre, or what we call the vertical and the horirontal,"

ds

posed

by I. Rajchrnan:

-

Ungrounded to find notions of history or merory horn the

progresive fimp or-anew omkr towanid r n mrnp/bted
~
seme of time ds p-s,
a h y s unAn~Iwdto h aken up
$gain in unforescedbk cicumtams, ds though edch
p e r M brought wtth it d potentialungroundingthat
drchitectiltP mrght cxploir or re&&@. -. . * - Pofentcblenegy explores the stores of energy in reserve. Based

on the site, the Glenmore dam is used as an analogy to this
idea. The water level in the dam can be released at any point
therefore sustaining a potential amount of energy in its preexplosive state. The processdeals with gravitational attraction, a
falf which will occur, but can happen in any one moment. Thus,
tension occurs in this unpredictable circumstance. It occurs in
space and time, in -betweengrounoedlive space and
ungrouWlive time. Paul Virillo deals with these concepts
through -dynamic typology*, a theory which explores architecture not only on the level of the vertical and the horizontal but
-defers to the oblique axis and
- the indined piane to realise the
A.

,

creation of a new urban order." The tilting of the plane prepares
for the movement that is about to be encountered. Spaces

begin to relate to the corporeal body through an unbound time
that anticipates the trajectory, tracing the path of the dynamic

body. This view leads to an eroticization not of the ground but

of dynamic ungrounding as I?Virillo finds:
Once LWghe up the be/&/tbafour &&
. t v o M 13rooted in
the ground, w.mythrrr experiem ungmundednes na

bnger as exrjrentialanxiety and &sp/r but as d rjeedom
drnf a h g h that
~ tinall).a l h w us to mve. For mowm n t dnd i&terrn;nation &hng together; neither can be
undetstmd rvithautthe othe/:
. . .

construct
Archilecture ir the result of thinking about the ohect ds an
d c t dndds dn intention. I& content& not d&tinct/romI&
hrm, but lather they dre am and the s a m .

is fixed to a gradual 'falling away,' somewhat of a disintegration
where the architecture becomes more of a framework o i the
surrounding natural elements, bringing a phenomenal awareness into the buiit redim.

The underlyingmotif when looking at the site and construct was
primarily to link the urban grid with the somewhat non urban
conditions of the reservoir. Initially, this was established in

.

alignment with the north-south axis of the city grid. Then, a

d

7

.;

.

"

r

h

gesture towards the landsape developed through a slight skew
in movement, which lies in reference to the falling escarpment
and the line of the water.

- strategy was to inform decisions regarding
Formally, the massing

. ..

how the buildingwas to simultaneously suggest a grounded
sense of anchoredness and a sensation of weightlessness. The
dichotomy of these two variables set up an immediate tension

*?

2&

-

:.@ :ji.&
..i--&T
.
.c.
! &. ~ $ z.,. 2. .,
. .ma
nk-

,*

":0

and through this difference, dn initial massing of two simple
cubes emerged and divided. The division allowed each one to
signify a view in regards to the site; the first, land- based,
reflectingthe city in its geometric stratification, and second; a
water based, undulating
natural landscape. Each
given a function, the first
cube maintains the clinic
programme of the building,
mergingwith the ground
plane and implanted as
landscape, while the
second cube reflects the
dance component of the
building, a massing which
pursues notions of
lightness.
The initial shift occurs in
p&n, a reflection of the

dichotomy of the site that is
an overlapping texture of

city and nature, as well d~ the mutually distinct although
collaborative programme of the building. The totality of the
massing suggests a reading as one which transcends from the
ground plane to a body in flight, a registrationthat shifts from
the vertical to the horizontal axis. That is, an architecture which
moves from the solid to the ephemeral. As a shift primarily

focuseson the mowment frorn one instant to its successive
position, the buildingcontinually evolves frorn an alignment that
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Through an initial exploration of shift, a series of computer

The shifi acts as a preparation to the dislocation. As the desire

generated concept models were created. The intention here

was to express the building as changing, morphing into

something unique

was to primarily denote the transition from a solid to an

-

ephemeral abstraction the

from its initial form,

beginnine of an architec-

the dislocation was

ture, solid in the sense of
how a whole mass evolves

--

--

i

.

----L
expressed spatially
displacement

into an ephemeral state

..

.

.

.

through sect~on.A

through a gradual revelation

through graundedness to an eventual release, bound in the

of layers, exposing the virtual

principles of 611and recovery, the two act ds analogic to the

spaces beneath. This

anticipatedsectional quality. As the displacement of weight is

architecture reads as an

the focal point of dance. the
counterpoints of fall and recovery are
also the base fundamentals of motion

- that is, everyday human experience
that accepts and resists the natural
forces of gravity. The tension between

'

'

Y

and the structure begins to

these principles was the objective

show, qualities of light, air, and

sought in the architectural interven-

spatiality dre the focus. It

tion. It supplies the interval amid fall

speaks of the parstbk through

and rebound which acts as the

its sheer nothingness, the void

suspension that bridges the vertical

which encapsulates the

and the horirontal - a phenomenon that seires hold tn -

structure of the theatre; the

b e m e n two planes, abandoning any static relation with either

empty theatre which awaits

ground or air. The result is J fluid transition from one form to

the imaginable.
...yet tn the m d t of th&emptims, one e n v b i u ewnlr
~
tht

the next, a pliant acceptance in the overlappingof elements. It

/usti@thk wd (he r e s o n d m ofprobabk stagings or the mute

ungrounded, pursuing an experiential reaction that lies in the

psem of tlre d u d k n c e . For ewly viltwl space, the pa~sibAeis

context of the immediate. The ptentblfound in the viitwl,

. .

dl/ed@

psent.

-

.

..

.

-..

.

is an architecture of the diagonal plane, neither grounded or

eliciting an architectural vocabulary based in motion, stabilised
through the perspective of the lived body in
chronoscapic time.
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for summer classes. An experiential roafscape, it exhibits
qualities that create the essence of place, on its own, yet it

Hybrtdprogmmms m a n dfirent k i d of imnPutiom...new
exfrerknces in s p a ? .

-

.

exists as part of a layered whole.

.. .

The building was meant to exist at the ' t r @ k p i n f ;a tempera-

The large pbne of the roof is broken up by d few disparate,

ture at which three states of solid, liquid, and gas coexist

although prominent, sptial elements; an objectified zinc wall,

simultaneously. Moreover the building accepts the site as

an open light well, a cafebar, and a translucent vertical garden

partner, at times coalesced with it, often completely distinct

plane. The juxtaposition of light and weight found amid these

from it, but always with regard to it. The building was seen as

elements creates a tension of energy at this level. The rrnc rvali

being in a constant state o i flux, a negotiation which occurs

dn architectural element which penetrates through the entire

between groundedness and light, a juxtaposition which gives

building, reflective amidst a geometry of pools a conceptual

the spaces a sense of energy, gravity, and vitality. Potential

link with the reservoir, the wall acts primarily as a resting place

energy is suggested in the tensile whole, within the hybrid

and a water wall during the spring and summer months. A

-

component of the architectural programme and throughout the

trough bring water to the drinking fountain as well ds washes

internal and external spaces of the building. The layering of

down the east facade wall, an effect thdt will p t i n a overtime;

urban form and landscape exposes the &ri.cr; it heightens the

gradations of colour marking the building age.

tension of the site. which in turn, elevates the experiential

An open lrght well/ interior courtyard is situated a a central

component of the architecture. The building is a place of

focus point. It penetrates all levels, bridgingthe two pro-

choreographed and accidental dctivities, a fusion of dance and

gramme through a wash of light within the interior of the

architectural notation which overlap to create spaces of

building. Access to the light well occurs only from within the

potentidl energies.

theatre foyer of the building, eventually merging, via d stairwell,

roof as ground

with the exterior courtyard. At the roof level, the perimeter of

Programmatically, the building initial interaction with the

the light well is enclosed by a railing which is integratedwith

landscape is at the level of the horirontal ground plane. The

the elevated platform that takes visitors to the cafe.

building lies at the level of the existing landscape, an inversion

The ca&/hris meant to be experienced as a casual place to

of roof as ground, a reinterpretationof ground as sheltering roof

relax or enjoy a night cap. The south facing facade, glared and

plane. The roof offers panoramicview, allotting a visual collage

virtually frame I t ! captures the spectacular view of the

that intertwines citysclpe dnd nature, encapsulating the

reservoir and the mountains, and attempts to demateridlise the
idea of enclosure.
The vertlcalga&n pbm a a s as a wall that

_
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spans two storey;, initiating in the dancers

-

---- - --

-

-
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.

rehearsal studio, it hangs, suspended over
the water plane. Positioned on the diaganal,
the inclined plane punctures the floating roof
plane above. Views are directed not only to
the surrounding landxape, but the vertical

J-:

.

-

. -.-

- -

--

wall draws views into the dancers workplace
and further back towards the reservoirs

*

--.

* .

.

.

waters. Back lit with natural southern light,

movement of the surrounding site.

shadows of green emerge from the vertical garden, and a

The rmf

silouhette of movement delineates the sfaces as virtual. The

pimarily
a public Space, a space of

&urban
l
park,

it is w a n t to act as a p u s e along the routes

the Glenmore pathway system. it offers a large surface area

'Od Plane b e c a m the sour= of life: a ~ h e n o m ~transparal
ency latent with p ~ e n h a / e m ~

which acts as a platform to rest, to do activity [such as stretchin@, or to watch activity that orrurs along the perimeter of the
reservoir. It has the potential to act as an outdoor aerobic field
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anchoring

- intensive goal orinted treatment

There are two main entries into the building, each a function of

clinic companent of the architectural programme. The main

- objective and functional treatment
- safe plan for return to activity
- injury prevention strategies

entry ramps down towards the clinic and into the hbtal).; an

Due to a dancer's heavy training regime, overuse injuries

entry denoted by stacks of books, this anchored earthy portion

frequently occur. According to statistia, it is estimated that

of the building is surmised in material mas, k a w i n concrete

'rehdbilitation frequently accounts ior 50 percent of 3 successful

physicality. Known also as the patkwt e d m t b n centre, it acts

outcome after injury or surgery." Therefore, immediate

what is required of the contemporary dance centre and the

primarily 3s an informationsource for physiotherapists and their

rehabilitation allow for an expedient recovery and for a

patients, as well as dancers who seek information about

smoother reintegration into dance, or a sport specific schedule.

particular injuries. The library component of the building

Whether an overuse injury, or injuries resultingfrom simple

vertical(y spans all three levels of the clinic. its aesthetic is rough

training errors, the assessment will enable the dancer to more

and natural. A sky lit, perforated stairwell filters tight through,

readily aware of how the injury occurred and how it has

staining the bareness of the concrete walls that serve to

evolved overtime. The treatment then "involves designing

spatially delineate a reception area dt each entry level.

progressively more difficult sequences of exercises based on an

The clinic component of the programme is a facility mainly

analvis of the stresses involved in the athlete's particular sport."

comprised of medical - therapeutic sewices and research

The physiotherapist combines treatment therapy with a regime

offices. Functional, its placement recalls the poetic idea of

of exercise physioloby and training techniques which suggest

movement that bridges d . d i o n to dh/utMn. The idea sterns

how to specifically execute various movements to prevent

from movement that is learned, corrected, dirrecfed a linear

further phrjialogic inaccuracies. The clinic's dim is to function

expression derived prior to an elevated motion that exists in a

not only as an educational treatment centre for dancers, but J

field of dynamic points, equally changing and randomly

facility which recognises the injuries of all recreational partici-

scattered throughout space. tfrchitecturally, the dinic is inward

pnts.

looking, g m u d d , accepting of its weight, perhap, d n dma tuo

The spaces are designed largely according to functional

heavy for rk site.

necessity, and each pldn level lies adjacent to and feeds off of,

The main notion of the clinic is that it is sports medicine based.

the library corridor system. The lowest floor houses a section of

This primarily has connotations with muxuloskeletal injuries

the library as well as storage and archive space. Access to the

although the philosophy grounding this area a n be identified

dinic is at this level through reception, recurringagain on the

through a much broader scope. It involves:

main level where

1. all aspects of the phrjiology of activity

services by therapists or

2. injury treatment and prevention

ph~iciansare offered.

3. the implication of the disease on the activity

The recepion area

4. the impact of normal processes such as growth, pregnancy,
. ..

and ageing on performance

includes an administra-

.

tion office which is

Sports medicine and sports science are multispecialty disciplines

mainly used for filing,

that support the various echelons of recreation and sport. The

billing and the tranxrip-

*

basic principles evolve from the need for enhancement of

tions of a patient's

performance, prevention of injuries, and efficient, effective

history.

treatment when injury does occur. The physiotherapist works

balacing imbdwce

with the physician in correctly assessing the injury within the

Central, the bottom floor serves as the therapy centre, primarily

parameters of musculoskeletalsports medicine through the

comprising of a shared office area, along with the necessary

recognition of certain facts:

support spaces. This common space is infiltrated by eastern light

- mechanisms of injury

facilitated by a wall with tall, vertical shafts of glaring. The

. .

.

- early consultation

centre is meant to be a medium sued clinic which would

- accurate diagnosis

require approximately two physiotherapistson the floor at one
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time, seeing as many as eight patients per hour.

the clinic programme will often be utilised by dancers who

The main tfrewsection enjoys a large workable area.

readily experience soft tissue injury, bone fractures or

Essentially comprised of 8' by 5' cubicles, [spaces that accom-

misalignmentsdue to a vigorous dance regime. Also appoint-

modate the 2' by b' beds1 these spaces are formed according to

ment W,the rndirl tlwr

li&

phyjicidns which dre on d l for

the hung grid ceiling structure which eventually spans into the

referrals; services for nutritional council and massage therapy

dance theatre to serve the lighting requirements. The aforemen-

are also offered, overfappingto create a holistic environment.

tioned structure allows for each treatment cubicle to have a

stretching lyloughk

flexible working environment for both patient and therapist.

The top level of the clinic primdrily focuses on research. The

The spaces are not segregated through rigid partitions, but

spaces are designed to integrate the library component of the

rather, curtains which are conducive to the array of movement

facility with the p t ~ e n eduetion
r
centre, and with the

that takes place within a session. Placed immediately in the

correspondingwork environment. The spaces include a video

centre, d stainless steel cabinet contains workable counter

plkry, a flexible space which is shared by the research,

space, a sink and an ice machine, all of which are easily

medical, and therapeutic staff. The space can be used as a large

accessed by the therapist.

seminar room, or partitionedoff into four private meeting

According to a type of sports medicine model, the focus is

rooms. Well lit, the spacious room is west facing dnd naturally lit

placed on the collaborative 3spect.s of activity, ergonomia, and

from above. The rinc wall again appears at this level with yet

psychological aspects which, when combined, offer a general

another function. It houses a line of computer terminals which

nation of fitness health. The idea places the exercise h u r i n

access the library drchives and main medical references. The

close proximity to the therapy area. Its aim is to fuse therapy

tension oi tightness and weight again sets up a polar relation-

and exercise as one. Located near the dance preparatory

ship; as what faces it is the light translucent video panel. Sharing

spaces, dancers will have access to this exercise area as well,

functions, the plane penetrates to the level below, acting as the

utilisingthe space as areas to stretch and focus prior to being on

trans/(~~ntx-lq
wallwithin
u
a physicians office.

stage. Light pours through the light well into this double-volume

A large area is roned for a research study dnd technician offices.

space primarily in morningand early afternoon sessions.

This would include a main lab space used for various testing

Enteringthe ~nterior/&ht we//, the redangular line of the

requirements such as video motion ~ndlpis;a digitised device

rehdingplprovides access to the outdoor courtyard of the

illustratinghow and what muscles are working: important

building, possibly creating another outdoor plane for stretching,

research study that focuses on how movement a n be made

or providingyoga classes at the periphery of the water's edge,

more efficient.

facilitating an invigorating therapeutic routine.

This level begins to thoroughly overlap both programmes o i the

Juxtaposedwith the light that filters through the glass well is the

facility. Adjacent to the lightwell lies the pilates platfrom,

c
Spanning 2 meters width and 7 meters tall
heavy ~ i n wall.

focused on a regime which employs strength dnd stretching as

within this double-volume space, it stretches through the next

the base. The dancers will heavily utilise this area of the clinic.

two levels terminating its height at the roof. Its presence is felt

Access to the pilates studio is via a crossover that acts as a literal

three dimensionally, hovering above, penetrating into and

bridge from the rehearsal studio [dance]to the clinic. The

through the east facade. Here, it acts as an architectural

bridge also acts as a viewing platfrom, stretchingacross, a

container for the showers. It becomes an experiential cleansing:

gesture supported by the structural garden wall; here, onlookers

found vitality in a cool towering space, punctuated by the

are able to preview excerpki of dance works in progress.

gravitational fall of skylight.
The rinc wall has different functions on the main floor. As an
architectural and tectonic element it reack as a solid, monolithic
piece. However, the interior is something different; it becomes
a layered element, lead lined primarily in response to function.
Housed in the interior of the wall are the ultmronographir;

obrkmm, mdx-my mom,spaces which require an endosure
that is lead lined to prevent exposure to radiation. This part of
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crossing

splicr'ng pfogfmrne

Florving over tfre dam, wter 13aa oover1a~;ng
expsive
refkction of the spa- of the fahp outs/& as w l l a s
the vidwl overbppin~ofthe swces i m d . . . . -

marking enby

chomognphed sequence, an architectural expression that

overlaps the real with the virtual; the preparation of an
interstice of two dancers crossing. It becomes part of the
theatrical event, not only of performer, but of spectator, based
on chance occurrences where hndies move and shift through

spatial sequences. & mwt theatre events transpire in the
evening, a warm singular slit of light emerges from the earth on
the north side of the building, denoting sign of approach
which wraps the corner. The east facade is contained by a
m a d e of stairs, formed from the sites existing contours which
run parallel to the trough of Calling water. Water marks its
journey from the roof level, staining the east side of the rinc
wall, as it guides visitors to the entry proper.
The ground pinches at the
main entry, revealingthe water
that lies k l o w the earth's
fissure. The water pools and

!
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upon; shifting from public to semi-private areas where
lnteractlon wllh pre-periormancescan occur. bhadow or
movement pierce from within the rehearsal studio, via the

The main movement to the building becomes part of a

.--.-

From within the theatre foyer, view are constantly played

5.:

i

,

element is that it acts as a fluid
marker, creating a processional sequence into the main
foyer of the theatre. It

translucent glass plane on which images of dance and light fuse
d5

one. A polarity of sighting reveals an exciting tension as the

opposite side of the symmetric arrangement focus on elements
from the clinic, such as the impenetrable rinc wall. These
juxtapositions attempt to create a dialogue with reference to
the building hybrid programme.
The theatre foyer is an open voluminous space that flows in and
around the central light well. Patrons of the theatre fill the space
prior to an event, setting the platform as a stage itself. Encased
within the light well, a stairwell spirals down falling over the
reflectingpool and out onto the level of the courtyard. A central
stair, prominently placed, reflects the idea of being seen at the
theatre, of display and exhibition. This e x p d stair is meant to

be used in summer months, displacing interior space outside;
creating a place where people gather and socialise.
At the level of the exterior courtyard lies a linear, static water
element; reflective of both interior and exterior space, the long
rectangular pool bridges the distance between in and out.
Facing south, views are directed onto the waters of the
reservoir. A blanket of concrete lies against a three storey
retainingwall, creating a courtyard that is somewhat an similar
to the tuckof a building. Rendered in this language, the
retainingwall houses a light, perforated steel stair, analogous to
the quick and expedient fire stair, that wraps up and around the
wall to the level of the a f 6 or upwards onto the roof xape.

warming up
In tramitmnfrom the foyer to the theatre, the processional

becomes a representation of what one will experience later.

gesture recurs in the descending staircase that mirrors the fallen

This element continually reappears, reaffirmingthe building as

escarpment of the landscape plane. Points of rest are estab-

being in a constant state of flux,

d

pendulum of ceaseless

lished at each horizontal plateau and are punctuated by strong

motion. Water is seen in light of different states: from stillness to

shafts of light from the hovering, sky lit roof plane. These planes

movement, and from cascade into absolute immersion. These

lie parallel to the main level dance studio and offer glances into

conditions denote the water in elemental extreme: either as

rehearsals: fare-imagingpre performance movement of dance

small bodies of water in a land of mass, or the reverse condition

works in pogress. Adjustable louvers control the potential for

which images the buildingas a small island of concrete

privacy.

surrounded by water. Concurrently, the water becomes a

The rekamlsrud,, is of extreme importance in any dance

reflection of both the reality and the hyper-realityof the

facility: An alias, it becomes the dancer's surrogate home;

landscape as it overlaps in reflection. the interior and exterior

where tcdrnique classes and demanding rehearsal schedules fill

most of every hour of everyday. Since the theatre may not

spaces of the built work.

alwarj be available for rehearsing due to shared space
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arrangements or possibly deficient in space because of full scale

huis6ng backstage

theatre equipment or stage hand requirements, it is important

The dance programme of the building was meant to be

that the reheaml studio be appropriate in size and capacity. It

expressed as somewhat of a d&lurion,

not be so small that interferes with movements that intend a

fliphr that is prepared through its reinterpretation of hghtneu:

dancer to travel through space, and yet, nor too large that it

lightness as it deviates irom the norm, architecture as it

makes dancers feel somewhat lost and not part of the spatial

becomes experientially redefined according to landscape. The

construct. It must occupy a surface floor area in direct propor-

first strategy was embeddingthe d;through its various

an architectural w
i
n

tion to the theatre floor; the preferred stage and audio

punctures and reliefs it acts to facilitate movpmnl: it becomes

dimensions are from 45' wide to 40' deep [approximately 1Sm

the spine of the dance programme. Every architectural element

by 12m1, although many dancers and choreographers prefer a

fostering the dance component of the facility is tied to this

space of up to 60' wide.

structural wall. In a simultaneous expression of continuity, yet

The rehearsal studio spans an immediate dancing surface floor

difference, the fragmented wall in its sheer phpicality is quite

area of 65' wide and 45' deep [20m by 1 Sml. It was designed as

notable. Its line of shape continues yet distinguishes itself from

spacious configuration, providing ample space, high ceiling,

the clinic, zi it becomes a reactive form - that is, responsive to

d

and resilient, sprung, wood floors. It exists on the main level,

the surrounding landscape as well as attentive to the more

but as a meuanine it appropriates part of the theatre volume.

general and functional require11~entsof theatre spaces. The

The wingsof the theatre, acting as shear walls, protrude and

immense walls are designed mainly for theatre storage, dllotting

support the floor system of the rehearsal studio. Their

space ds well to the rehearsal studio above. A functional dSpt?ct

elevational profiles, layered in 1 and 'hahardwood are

that is expressed on the west facade of the building. Reflective

delineated as three low walls, their surface u t i l i d as barres for

of the exterior or the bckslde of the building, the enclosure is

the studio. Implementinga permanent barre system into the

about recreating bdckiti~ge,a side stage of this theatre.

architectural structure starts to layer parts of spaces, providing a

i%

complexity of pieces that blend together to form *one object of

traditional and equally symmetric placement. Here, the winp

dense abstraction."

are aligned with the backstage wall, and feed directly off of the

Layering the notion of the meuanine, the translucent garden

dance pepara-

wall engages with a private stair that merges with a bridge;

tory spaces. An

backstage shih, the theatre wlngsalw reconsider the

acting as a cmswwrbetween the two programmes; the link

adequate space

provides access to the phresstudio. This portion of the clinic

of 10'-15' is

wiil be readily used by dancers wishing to improve critical body

given as a

techniques and alignments. Somewhat of a meuanine, the

transitional rone

-

crossover acts as a plky an extra niche of space which

.

"*.

.

5

'

,.j
.-

. . .

.

between the periorming area and the OHstage dance prepara-

provides observers, such as the choreographer, rehearsal

tion spaces. The theatre wing a d also ds structural wails; shear

director, or other dancers of the company, a raised space from

walls that emerge from beneath the water and tie the theatre

which to look over the entire rehearsal process.

floor and meuanine studio floor into one main structural

The studio is enriched with natural light that falls in from all

system.

displacing lheabe

directions; morning
- rehearsals showered in the reservoirs
southern light, while the afternoon softens in intensity as the
fight falls via the cferestorey. A desired and more diffuse light

The actual theatre

falls into the space through the translucent garden panel,

attempts to create

filtering in a soft, northern light from above. The studio layout

a space synony-

attempts to provide a reflective space which is intended to

mous - although

inspire dancers and choreographers alike, heightening the

often autonomous

senses as they respond to the surroundingnatural conditions.

in certain light
conditions -with the surrounding landscape. The landscape
permeates the built work, and the felt essence of the encasing
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environment naturally filters into a few architectural aevices.

gallery space, via the main level of the dance studio.

The change ofstate from land to water is felt and somewhat

dissolving into h2o

literally expressed within the building. As the theatre seats fall in

Ideas of w e m i a r e inherent within this open system. Opportu-

line of the escarpment, a gestural pause occurs through a visible

nities to transcend the aforementioned backstage - as onstage

plane of water that lies as an architectural separation, delineat-

idea into even further ambiguity involves the overlap between

ing seating from downstage alignment. Sectionally this is

inside and outside space. The interior dance platform extends

expressed as earth, a natural mass that literally protrudes into

out as one plane, simultaneously existing in two environmental

the building - the audience is able to reorient themselves

conditions. As the scrim pulls up, the southern sunlight beams

according to the changing landscape. It acts also as an experien-

into the theatre space and the fwckdrap now b d harkon ofsrby

tial reference plane; spatially situating the dancing bodies.

lght blue; pune and ep(rerne#l, rt becorns nature. Movement

The theatre floor plane partially exists below the mezzanine

relates to both the interior and the exterior of this extended

level of the rehearsal studio. Past this line, the theatre opens up

dance plane. Utilising the natural environment as the back-

to an immense, voluminous space that begins to play within a

ground's setting; opportunities (or late night summer showing

field of light and spatiality, a field that relies on a sort of

exhibit the skyas performance set. The moon becomes natural

vicmrtwk. In architecture this deals with a fall into a precarious

back lighting, and the floor plane lies as a horuontal overlay on

place, "it has a quality of mutability in response to chance

the water. Evening performances will provide opportunities to

occurrpnces: these events are made possible by a collision of

shine light inages out and past the enclosure line of the theatre,

internal motivators and external farces which seem to be

p h i n g the h&
of&finab& m m h n e . dissolving the spatial

, ,

.

S

A

P

.

accidental." The theatre exists within this kind of an open and

boundaries through expansion. Technically, this tromp lbeil

unplanned system that implements random opportunities for

occurs through the counterweight T-bar system of the flytower:

dancers and dance events.

the south enclosure is a fusion of glass with tiers of a grid-like

mirroring backdrops

mesh frame. Portions of the wall will be guided up by the

The horirontal plane of the theatre floor begins to set up an

mechanical guide-track system, dllowing the interior platform to

atmosphere of circumstantial ambiguities; architecturally

merge with the external environment,

implemented, images or narratives begin to denote or impress

Farther out onto the reservoir lies a long platform that is aligned

ideas of shik The social order of the theatre encounter is

parallel to the stage and supports another scrim. This water

questioned. This displacement at first becomes apparent

platform acts as yet another plane from which to view form,

through the scrim that is located u p t a g of the theatre !loor

rewm conditions of an architectural body that shtb from

plate. The xrim is a traditionally basic and simple element.

landscape to waterscape. Access to this platform is via the

Consistingof a fine grain of transparent mesh cloth, it acts as a

d ~ ~ t e c f c a r w rwhich
rl

crossover for dancers. The composite af this material offers

emerges from the exterior

interestingqualities, characteristics that mutate from transpar-

courtyard and extends out onto

ency to translucency in response to a i t i a l lighting conditions.

the water plane, beyond the

Often lit frontally, the scrim will appear as an opaque backdrop;

water based scrim.

yet the conditions are easily reversed as the scrim literally

Architecturally, a tenuous, cable

disappears when lit from behind. The movement of the dancers

b r i d ~that
, references the site

annex the layers of this illusive scene. The audience perceives

through mwmnrdictated by

dancers on both sides of the scrim; bodies move in front of the

the water and through analogy;

scrim with silouhettes that dance, as they are projected onto the

stop log that lie as linear

scrims surface through back lighting; sirnultaneowiy portraying

elements in the reservoir.

......Buu'ksald

the illusive and the tangible nature of dance

The poetic intent references the

shaobws ohm t o g e t k ~..The
.
xrim, as well as other desired

existential understandingof

stage sets, is incorporatedinto the open system of the rehearsal

dance and the human condition;

studio and the theatre. Access to the counter weight rigging

the search for the exhilarating,

system is from the catwalks which can be accessed from the

the wmgo in life, which propels
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us farther into phenomenal space that encapulates the void

and searches through a stillness in motion.
Architecturally and experientially, the implication of an open,
flexible system allows tor variations in the course ot events. I h ~ s
creates a continual shift in accordance to how choreographers
design and how multiple meaning can arise from a dance
piece; all in reference to a choreography that reinterprets
movement within certain and ever evolving spatial orientations.

The line that distinguishes a built work from its site or landscape
has now shifted, an attempt has been made to blur distinctions
and thus prompt viewers to see more clearly. ..
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...fin thel not~unof the livr'ngpsent.. .here is no rim tbr
water; 6 r stone.. . r i m on& ex&& /br the p m n w h gives
at t k stone, who watches tk water thw.. .the living
pesent r j w~thaut
jmt or witbout fittuw: I& in the qukk, its
/n the sped of hlling tnto the worB toti/& so,that is to safi
ti, totalip with the bra). o f a d a m r . . .
.

.

.

building use dnd programme.
No longer a linear process, displacement overlays differences

rather than isolating them, creatinga richer architectural
movement that reveals energy and transient prenridi within dn

A

open system. And so the architectural body can be seen in light
Engaging in the singular world of the mind and the body, it is the

of a dancer's body; like dance, architectural design is grounded

lived body of action that bring us ever closer to an attitude

and light - a moving system, systematic movement.

towards life; sensing the world in the first perspective. This

B e am 4 tiwd throqh d n d through, d n d narhtng eke;
dndsoul r j onhd rwd hfsomethingdbout the hf&

interaction crosses both the phvical and the metaphysical

,

worlds; inner and the outer spheres which overlap to form a
clairvoyant perception of what the eye sees. Dancers work
through this philosophy; their worlds are tied to a s p c e of
moon, r i m and bcoming. As a type of &elling, a dancer

fuses movement and being through space and time.
Perhaps this is why the philosopher, Heideggr, describes being
in movement terms. To be is to move. "Falling" is his analogic
response to an authentic existence, which is not 'something
which floats above falling everydayness; existentially, it is only a
-

*

..

modified way in which everydayness is wired upon." Heidegger
celebrates an 'unceasing movement and ever expanding time
and space," giving it a dance framework that acts as a building
block which propels momentum onward. For Heidegger, living
is perceived through movement, and dance is the purest
expression of this livelihood ds it is enpged within its own
Vtern.
And so,through hllngwe gasp a new understandingof what it
is meant to be grounded. Grounded in the sense of moving
towards, redchiing or mtendligforth at the image or the idea of
acquiring stability; a permanent base or anchor which is sought
through the juxtaposed worlds of impermanenceand
ungroundedness. It is precisely through motion and in the living
present that we engage in a sort of transient stability perpetually
evolving accordingto temporal space frames. We find
sanctitude en roufe, and it is within the process of finding where
and how to dwell, engrained by habit and memory, that we
develop into who and what we are.
This thesis has argued that dance - an existentialist embodiment
of discipline and creative improvisation-offers a multidimensional perspective an how architectural design a n respond to
the immediate context of how we live. Dance and architecture
are both grounded yet conceptually free to meet the unex-

pected circumstance and celebrate its arrival. This project
attempts to capture the nomadic idea of tramitrian, o w h p a n d
m t b n within an architecture that explores gmu&ms,

light of dance and movement through the hy4rid nature of
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resolution:

the project as architectural body.
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